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EDITOR’S LETTER
“Sustainable culture is like those trees that are on the edge of blooming.”

As busy as we all are, we often let the days pass by without noticing the
calendar pages turning or the seasons changing. We put ourselves at the
center of our world and focus our attention ever closer, blind to what transpires around us. I’m as guilty as the next person.
Suddenly, I notice tender shoots peeping out, without a big fuss, from the
trees beside the road.
Since we first published ACCESS, we have been mainly concerned about
how you, the reader, perceive our work. Those budding trees gave me a
momentary break in visualizing what we want ACCESS to be to you. We
hope our magazine gives our readers a moment to pause, to breathe, and
to ponder topics that may be overlooked or taken for granted.
The theme of this issue, “Circulation,” developed from our previous theme
of “Co-existence.” Rather than considering values, people, and ideas as
merely co-existing in one place and time, we want to express how they
support and influence one another, creating a synergy sustaining value
and activity. Sustainable culture is like those trees that are on the edge of
blooming.

Warm Regards,

Ji Youn (Mel) Ku
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AROUND THE CULTURE
HEDGIE CHOI
JISUN LEE
MINKYU JUNG
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CIRCULATION

Circulation: it’s more than a lofty word,
it’s something necessary for survival - without circulation within
our own bodies, we would be unable to function.
Similarly, circulation is needed in our society - of resources, of
people, of ideas - so that even the remotest “cell” can be nourished and cleansed.

- ACCESS -
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b y. H E D G I E C H O I
“Being a part of circulation is inevitable. Opting out is not in your power. Choosing how you influence that circulation, choosing what you add to it -- that’s what’s in your power. ”

Once I saw a Unicef ad on TV and I thought to myself, I
don’t care about starving children in Africa. You know what
kind of ad I mean -- haunting music, fade-ins to a small thin
child with watery eyes, etc. They need you, the ad pleaded.
But they’re in Africa, I said. It felt good to say it, to trample on their guilt-tripping campaign. It became the starting
point of a personal project -- to stop caring about things beyond my immediate reach.
I stopped pretending to pay attention to current events
around the world. I didn’t even pay attention to what was
going on in my own university unless it directly impacted
me. When I thought about what kind of a career I wanted
after graduation, I stopped asking “How can I help others?”
Who even are these “others?” Why would I be interested in
helping them? It sounds heartless, and sometimes I did feel
guilty. But I told myself, I’m not actively hurting anybody,
I’ve just decided to stop being a part of a bigger world.

I still understand why past-me felt a need to disengage,
and I still look away when a Unicef ad comes on. But I no
longer believe that it is possible to totally isolate yourself, to
have no impact. In a world where power structures overlap
and interact with personal space, there is no “neutral.” All
the time that I thought my life was somehow closed off and
separate, I was just passively taking on roles -- and all passive roles are on the side of the system in power.
Being a part of circulation is inevitable. Opting out is not
in your power. Choosing how you influence that circulation,
choosing what you add to it -- that’s what’s in your power.
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AROUND THE CULTURE

b y. J I S U N L E E
“When the ideas we hold meet new ideas, the two merge and transform into totally new concepts.”

Communication is essentially the circulation of ideas between subjects. Through communication we acknowledge
one another, pass on ideas, build on each other’s thoughts,
and ultimately, create something from nothing. This act of
creation is what gives rise to the concept of culture, which
constantly surrounds us, immerses us.
Culture differentiates our human species in the natural
world. This aggregation of practices, ideologies, and all other fields fall under the cultural umbrella, making us unique
and distinct. However, for culture to be sustainable, circulation of ideas, people, and interactions is necessary.

Exchanges fill our world. We witness the never-ending
circulation of life and death, which coexisted well before we
came to this world. As new life is brought into the light, another leaves, creating a loop of life/death, hope/despair.
Similarly, circulation of ideas feeds the continuity and
sustenance of culture. Ideas come and go ceaselessly in our
minds, and as fleetingly between individuals. When the
ideas we hold meet new ideas, the two merge and transform
into totally new concepts. The new idea is then expressed to
a third party who receives the message and adds another,
allowing ideas to be transmitted in a cycle of circulation that
sustains our culture and fundamentally, sustains ourselves.

PHOTOGRAPHED BY JISUN KIM
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b y. M I N K Y U J U N G
“Imagine a maple tree in the autumn, its branches covered with thousands of bright yellow and vibrant red leaves,
harmoniously creating the kind of magical scenery people seek.”

Like almost all people in their early twenties, I’m constantly told, “Do whatever you like doing, and success will
follow.” The advice is comforting only if I legitimately know
what I like doing, but the truth is, I haven’t even figured that
out yet. I try to be open to experiences that are outside my
comfort zone and seek excitement, hoping that someday I’ll
find an activity I love so much that I’ll want to devote the
rest of my life to it. But recently my fear of not finding “my”
area has been haunting me. Repeatedly, I ask myself, “Am I
wasting too much time, just finding what I like?
Imagine a maple tree in the autumn, its branches covered
with thousands of bright yellow and vibrant red leaves, harmoniously creating the kind of magical scenery people seek.
As the wind blows, the leaves slowly fall, and then crackle

under our feet. As they decay, they replenish the soil with
nutrients that feed new organisms.
Although the maple trees essentially sacrifice time and
energy to manufacture leaves that ultimately fade away, no
one criticizes maple trees because the process is meaningful
and beautiful. Even if the leaves become waste, they change
into nutrients and replenish the ecosystem.
The maple tree lifecycle tells me that although I may
regret putting too much time and effort into some experiences, every moment will eventually contribute somehow to
my future when I hope to call my journey meaningful and
beautiful.
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CREATIVE CULTURE
MIN KU KANG
NAHUM KIM
SOUTH BIG
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Min Ku Kang
Photographer
http://mingussy.blog.me/
http://www.notefolio.net/m9st/22997

MIN KU
KANG
“Circulation as an
Exchange of Impressions”
In a Hongdae café beside the bookstore that holds
his art booklets titled NOB, photographer Kang
Min-Ku met us to discuss his work, his thoughts
on photography as an art, his feelings about meeting and working with a variety of people, and his
ideas about circulation in both life and art.

PREVIOUS PAGE

Instant sense
/2014
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MIN KU KANG

b y. S O O YE O N K I M
Could you briefly introduce yourself?
My name is Kang Min-Ku, and I take photos. That’s about it, really. (Laughs) For my
living, I take commercial photographs, and I use the personal time left to work on my
fine photography. My friends and I also publish monthly art booklets named NOB and
distribute them for free. Every year we hold exhibitions.
Ultimately I want most to pursue fine photography until the very end. I didn’t originally major in photography, but in visual design. After graduation I started working at
a film laboratory. However, the job was often difficult, as the artists were stubborn and
demanding. So I set out to Gangnam without a plan and became an assistant photographer in a commercial studio. I moved here and there but stayed in the field. Recently,
only about four months ago, I became an independent artist. My studio is near Sungsan-dong.
What does the word “circulation” mean to you?
It’s something that exists, but we are bound to forget its presence. That does not mean it
lacks importance; rather it is acts as a machine that drives the world.
How do you reflect the idea of circulation in your work?
A photography piece is several photos in progression. The last photo could be connected
to the first, in a circular flow.
I have tried to do something similar with photographs of cups, called True, because I like
Magritte’s wordplay with pipes. The cup could be the cup, but it also might not be. It’s
left after someone has used it; that someone is not within the frame; it thus allows room
for imagination and can bring sympathy from people who have had similar experiences.
In a way, that could also be a form of circulation. Experiences can be felt in circulation
through people’s possessions: all lives are slightly different but fundamentally the same.
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CREATIVE CULTURE

In your photography titled Instant Sense, you juxtapose images of flowers and a translucent human body. How does the
title connect to the theme? What is the prevalent theme in this
piece of photography?
The title literally is Instant Sense. The inspiration for this
piece came to me in a spur of a moment when I was riding
the subway to Incheon. The landscape outside and the reflection of myself overlapped as it is in the photograph. The
visual stimulation inspired me to create Instant Sense. The
central key message is that humans are within nature. The
second photo is actually a photo of my own hand — if you
pay close attention, the veins in my hand overlap with the
stems of the flower. I am always very interested in the relationship between humans and nature. I believe we should be
always aware that we are a part of nature.
Much artistic photography is open for many interpretations.
What do you think about the circulation of impressions that
flow between the artist and the viewers through a photograph?
It is like the photographer is teasing the viewers, almost deceiving them. (Laughs) But it doesn’t matter as long as they
are not aware of the deception. I really love these various
opinions. I feel I shouldn’t impose my opinion on anybody.

A lot of photography is far too blatant, or just pretty. I don’t
want to limit myself to expressing one idea. As I said before, I think I have a lot to learn. So many different opinions
are interesting contributions. There is a saying: “you should
even learn from children.” As you age, your mode of thought
turns more and more linear. But meeting many viewers with
their different opinions prevents me from turning linear.
Photography can’t help but be subjective; that’s why it is so
much fun. So I don’t think a work of photography should
have an original intention, even though of course intentions
are unavoidable. At least they should not be visible or blatant.
You have met many people, some famous, in taking various
types of photos for commercials and magazine editorials.
Have those diverse interactions revealed a repeating pattern?
The work is of course very repetitive. The magazine field
is so narrow that people all know each other. It’s crucial
that models, photographers, and overseers work together smoothly. Every gig is different and unpredictable. It is
essential to detect signals that circulate among individuals
at the time of eventful photo shoots to create the final outcomes for magazine editorial photography.
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CREATIVE CULTURE

I think human relationships are always
in circulation. We are all revolving, circulating in our own rings of personality. If we briefly click with others, we
form a connection with other circulating rings. If they don’t click with us,
they will revolve out of the picture. As
I said, circulation is like a machine part
of our world.
What are your future plans or ambitions?
I hope that someday I won’t have to
do commercial photography and that
I can work only on my fine arts photography, but that is really impossible
now. I often confront many financial
and time limitations. I am currently
considering how I will express my next
work in which I will be taking photos
of printed films.
We have no intentions to make NOB
commercial.
Your photography has been quite innovative. What advice do you have for aspiring photographers?

Commercial photography is very demanding. People don’t always treat you
nicely. But if you feel you absolutely
must be a photographer, you have to.
If you want to be an artistic photographer, go for it, if conditions allow. Success in commercial photography won’t
get you far in fine arts photography.
Commercial photography turns you
linear and dull. It is most important
that you don’t become a commercial
photographer.

In talking with Kang Min-Ku, I felt
his dedication to art and his constant
determination to do fine arts photography. I admired his commitment to
standards and his free-spirited appreciation of different opinions and
interpretations. His life of juggling
relationships, artistic impressions, and
interpretations illustrates the idea of
human circulation, both through photography as an art and as a way to meet
people.

PREVIOUS PAGE

True
/2012
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Kim Nahum
Graphic Designer
http://instagram.com/nahumkim
http://blog.naver.com/g3735671
2013.10
2014.09
2014. 09

Lomogragphy/Ten-by-ten organized
La Sardina Design Contest Best Prize
Internationale Funkausstellung (IFA 2014)
Samsung Smart Lounge Illustration Badge Design.
Asian Games Korea Twitter account illustration work

NAHUM
KIM
“Reveal the Dismissed”
At a café centered in the vibrant neighborhood
of Hyehwa, I met with Nahum Kim, the graphic
designer noted for his witty depictions of modern daily life. His riveting works shed light on
the omnipresent—though often unperceived—
links we share with our surroundings.

PREVIOUS PAGE

Late Sleeping in
(늦잠 지각)
/2014
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CREATIVE CULTURE

NAHUM KIM

b y. J I U N L E E

Please introduce yourself.
I am Nahum Kim, a graphic designer. On
weekdays, I work at a printing company,
but in my personal time, I do illustrations
and typography. As a non-art major, I had
difficulty working fulltime as a professional designer, so I began working parttime while I studied graphic design.
You originally majored in baking science
and art. Why did you to turn to graphic
design despite the difficulties involved in
changing paths?
From early on, I was greatly interested
in art. Family opposition, however, persuaded me to pursue baking as a second
option. I discovered that baking is rather systematic and calculative, so I tried
changing to other fields. When I finally
turned to design, I faced many difficulties:
my family had low expectations because
I kept vacillating about my career, and I
had very little experience or knowledge
about design. I tried earnestly to prove my
potential, even entering forty works into a
competition, but did not receive positive
results. Yet, after employing my own techniques and breaking conventions, here I
am today.
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Your works incorporate quite a variety of
topics. What inspires you?
I strive to depict subjects that others have
not yet dealt with. Words like art or artists
carry connotations that mislead people to
believe art must be extraordinary. Instead
of searching for distinctive situations, I try
to break this stereotype by dealing with
everyday subjects. The subject doesn’t
have to be remarkable or profound—it
turns out that those constantly found in
our daily lives are more than special.
In works such as Potential and I’m Late!,
you depict routine daily life in a unique and
amusing way. What does the circulation of
daily life mean to you?
Although everyone lives through the
same twenty-four hours, the repetition of
the same events leads people to think their
lives are comparatively dull and mundane.
Nevertheless, on reflection, entertaining
moments continuously flow and interact.
I want to reveal the moments that most
people thoughtlessly forget or dismiss.
Rather than being constantly absorbed in
your own work, observing your surroundings from a new point
of view is always important.

ABOVE

Take Your Trash
(쓰레기 가져가)
/2014
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ABOVE

Please board after
passengers have alighted (내리면 탑시다)
/2014
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CREATIVE CULTURE

Only certain cultures can identify some
social phenomena depicted in your works.
For instance, Don’t Try to Get in First pertains to Korean culture. What is your view
toward this restrictive aspect of your work?
When I showed that piece to a Japanese
acquaintance, he couldn’t understand my
intention because the dominant culture in
Japan calls for avoiding acts that disturb
others. As a Korean, the situation was
embarrassing, which shows apparent differences between cultures. A part of my
success comes from the fact that viewers
identify with my work.
Yet, this simultaneously restricts my audience to that one particular culture.
This is problematic because I would like
to extend globally in the future, but if my
work con tinues to be too culture-specific, I cannot easily stir viewers from other
cultural areas.
You are active on diverse online channels
such as blogs, Facebook, and Instagram. Do
you face any special advantages or disadvantages by communicating through such
platforms?
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I think I was born in the perfect time period—even without money or personal
connections, I can use online channels to
reach far more viewers than could have
been imagined in the past. Through platforms like SNS, even non-art majors and
new designers can easily enter through
previously closed doors. Of course, there
are some disadvantages. There are limits
on the age groups I can reach, and seeing
works online is never the same as having
them in hand.
What are your future plans?
I would like to approach viewers in offline
settings and extend beyond the monitor
screen. Currently, I am putting my pieces on canvas and on other physical products such as phone cases, eco bags, and
T-shirts. I would also like to publish my
works. I wish as many viewers as possible
to be entertained and comforted by my
works. That will give me the most pride.

Nahum Kim inspires not only young
students majoring in design, but anyone
aspiring to become a designer from whatever background or age. He perceptively
observes that we undermine the constant
recurrence of daily life and social interaction as being ordinary and unexciting. He
encourages us to view our surroundings
with new eyes, for often the most intriguing aspects of life are continuously circulating near us.
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South Big
Multi-Media Artist
http://ndh1080.blog.me
2008
2015

Korea Digital Media High school Digital Contents Major
B.A.F in Digital Contents Major,
Kyunghee Uni. Arts and Design College

2009-10
2013

National Maritime Police Agency 122 Promotion Poster Design
Hyundai/ Gia Cars 2014 Seoul, Shanghai Motor show
Countdown, Opening video design
Koyote 1994 Music Video Computer Graphics Design

2013

SOUTH
BIG
“Exchanging Influence”
“I want others to be influenced by me as I am
influenced by others…” SouthBig.
Joyful nostalgia for the innocence of childhood
is causing a recent emergence in popularity of
toys, fash-ions, and music from the past. I met
graphic artist SouthBig, who is well known for
producing art that con-verges Korea’s current
trends with retro 80s styles as part of a general trend that appeals to those who experienced
the past and those who are learning to appreciate it. Despite the distinctiveness and wit of his
art, he seemed somewhat reserved and began
our conversation with a nervous chuckle.

PREVIOUS PAGE

Monster Project
(도깨비 프로젝트)
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CREATIVE CULTURE

SOUTHBIG

b y. S U B I N C H U N G
Please briefly introduce yourself and tell
us how you entered the art world.
My name is Nam Dae Hyun but I
go by my nickname “SouthBig.” To explain what it means, people usual-ly
call me “Nam Dae.” “Nam” in Korean
means south and Dae means big, so

that is how I came up with the name
“SouthBig.” Originally I wanted to
become a computer programmer, so
I went to Korea Digital Media High
School, which specializes in IT. I studied Web programming for a while.
Then my interest shifted to the aesthetics of Web design, and I have been designing ever since.
Many people feel distanced from the
world of art and find it hard to understand. How would you define the word
artist?

I have thought about that question
a great deal. As a professional designer,
I often invest most of my time working on outside commissions, but every
now and then I feel the urge to create
my own content rather than working
on requests. By the time that I worked
on the parody illustration of the movie Frozen, for example, it had already
reached a box-office record of 9 million viewers, and I saw the potential
that my work would gain a fair deal of
online exposure since it was already
widely known enough for many people to be able to relate to it. The same
goes for Begin Again and Interstellar.
However, I would not have worked on
those two movies had I not thought
that they were actually good movies. I
would say that an artist does not compromise creative integrity for the sake
of profit.
Do you prefer specific styles or features?
It’s hard to generalize my preferences to a certain style, but I have often been told that many of my works
show a sense of humor. Also, I am
very interested in kidult culture. My
contemporaries who shared the same
culture during childhood are creating
the current culture. They can naturally connect with and enjoy my works.
Moreover, older generations can embrace and understand such culture,
while younger genera-tions find it unconventional. Some of my retro-style
works, for example, have witty elements that a wide range of audiences
can easily relate to.

TO THE LEFT

Frozen_Illustration Poster
Parody
/2014
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TO THE RIGHT

Begin Again_Illustration
Poster Parody
/2014

What do you think about using Social
Networking Services (SNS) to promote,
distribute, and gain popu-larity?
Even as recently as when I joined
the military, it was difficult to get public exposure. We had Twitter back then
and other active online communities
such as Cyworld, but none offered
the level of exposure we get from SNS
nowadays. I think SNS has been such
a successful medium of exposure for
many artists partly because sharing
media has become so easy and convenient that any content worth attention
has a good chance of becoming an
online sensation. It is a great way to
connect different generational layers
and have them share the same sense of
culture and feelings. I want others to
know my works, but I must ad-mit that
I did not expect some of my works to
be as popular as they are.
When I browse your blog, I find that
in addition to doing parody graphic illustrations, you use various me-diums
such as animation, music, and character designs. Why is that?
I am quite ambitious when it comes
to using various mediums in creating
my content. I genuinely enjoy using
different forms of media like the aforementioned illustrations and 8bit animations.
You mentioned sharing and exchanging
sensibility that people of all age groups
and cultural backgrounds can relate to.
How would you define circulation?

What do you mean when you talk about
exchanging sensibility through cultural
content?
Ah that is a hard question to answer.
When various stimuli affect me, I want
to reverse the impact and create something that will influence others. Exchanging influences, providing feedback, and continuing the exchange: I
call that circulation. Artists are not the
only ones who can impact others. Anyone can. Let me tell you about an exchange I had with my mom. She asked
me “what kind of things do you do?”
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I en-thusiastically told her about my
work, but she did not fully understand,
so I showed her some of my early motion graphic and broadcasting graphic
projects, such as Mnet-Asian award’s
motion graphic design. She still shook
her head. But when I recently showed
her a parody illustration of Frozen,
she finally un-derstood. At that moment, I realized that I want to focus on
subjects that I find interesting and under-standable, and that others will find
accessible too.

Do you have a particular purpose or
intention for working on retro concepts?
I never really made a conscious decision to work on retro themes. For me,
it was natural to work on the culture I
grew up with. If you look at the home
videos from my childhood, I sang to
Jeon Yeongrok (전영록) and Seo TaiJi
(서태지) instead of the usual children’s
songs. Growing up on pop culture of
the 80s and the 90s naturally influenced my work.
What do you do when you face a slump
or encounter difficulty working on a
project?
When you are in a slump and face
deadlines, you inevitably must bear the
stress and finish the work. But, when
I encounter difficulty with my o wn
projects, I just let them go for a while
and do something else, not glimpsing
any design materials until few days
pass and I gain new perspectives.

When projects feel like “tasks,” we get
stressed, so instead I try to chill for a
while and enjoy.
What are your future goals?
As an artist, I want to open a private
exhibition. Especially I want to develop my own unique contents such as
the Dokkebi project and later be exhibited in the Museum of Modern Art
(MOMA). I hope to glob-alize our Korean culture.
What advice would you give to those
who want to be artists?
I think consistency has differentiated
me from others. When I first started
my career, I got very little feed-back,
but I enjoyed what I was doing so I
continued to work on projects. As my
work accumulated and as time passed,
people began waiting to see the next
pieces in my art series. I definitely
think that young artists should devel-
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op their artistic characteristics by being constant.

Artworks that preserve antiquity by
converging somewhat irrelevant characteristics are gaining popularity. Having the opportunity to meet SouthBig
and listening to his definition of circulation was exciting and in-spiring.
When he shared his own experience
with his mother to help us understand
how he developed his values, it was evident that he is slowly but firmly circulating his values through his works.
His retro-styled works inspire both
empathy and fresh excitement.

ABOVE

AKMU_200%_ 8bit mix.
(Video)
/2014

EVENTS

FLEA MARKETS INSIDE AND OUT
KSMS
000GAN
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Flea
Markets
“Inside and Out”
b y. H E D G I E C H O I
I’m buried under school work and
I’ve got a raging cold, but yes, I’ll go to
the flea market in Hongdae, I offered

to nobody ever. But somehow, I was
hustling my way through the Hongik
Children’s park on a brisk Saturday in
November, camera in hand. Conclusion? It was worth it.
The flea market is called Hongdae
Free Market, which might lead to some
confusion when asking for directions,
but once you’ve stepped into the park
itself, it’s obvious where it’s is happening. Winter was just starting to snap at
the heels of Fall when I went, but the
place was still bustling with people.
The demographic was typical of the
location – mostly university students
with a more distinct sense of fashion
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than one might typically encounter
elsewhere. They roamed, either alone,
with friends, or with a significant other, pointing out the products that the
artists and designers were displaying
on their tables.
After joining the crowd myself, I
could see what the fuss was about.
First and foremost, the craftsmanship is astoundingly professional. This
isn’t a place where you pityingly buy
a sad friendship bracelet off a middle
schooler – the sellers are dedicated to
their craft, and it shows. Beyond the
craftsmanship, there’s the diversity and
innovation. The materials are wood,

metal, paper, plastic, and more. Some
booths will let you take home something that is uniquely about you. For
example, the most popular booth that
day was the “Face to Face Portrait;”
people stood in line for a chance to
stand behind a clear screen, on which
the artist would lay a sheet of clear
plastic, and then “trace” their faces
onto the plastic in less than a minute.
There are items that have been patented by the artist – such as a cigarette
case with a place to slip a credit card
and a lighter – and many products
will showcase a creative upcycling of
“junk,” like bottle caps. The artists are
ready to explain how the product was
made, and most will let you gently
handle and photograph their work but
ask first – these artists make a living
off of innovation, and some are selling items whose creations are of such
secret that close-range photography is
not allowed.

metal, paper, plastic, and more. Some
booths will let you take home something that is uniquely about you. For
example, the most popular booth that
day was the “Face to Face Portrait;”
people stood in line for a chance to
stand behind a clear screen, on which
the artist would lay a sheet of clear
plastic, and then “trace” their faces
onto the plastic in less than a minute.
There are items that have been patented by the artist – such as a cigarette
case with a place to slip a credit card
and a lighter – and many products
will showcase a creative upcycling of
“junk,” like bottle caps. The artists are
ready to explain how the product was

made, and most will let you gently
handle and photograph their work but
ask first – these artists make a living
off of innovation, and some are selling items whose creations are of such
secret that close-range photography is
not allowed.
Luckily for those of us on a students’
budget, the prices are diverse too. A
common and popular item is the postcard – created by hand-drawn illustrations, hand-drawn typography, film
photography, stamped, printed, and
more, costing only about 500 KRW or
1,000 KRW a piece. Although the metal and wood work tends to be more
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Luckily for those of us on a students’
budget, the prices are diverse too. A
common and popular item is the postcard – created by hand-drawn illustrations, hand-drawn typography, film
photography, stamped, printed, and
more, costing only about 500 KRW or
1,000 KRW a piece. Although the metal and wood work tends to be more
Browsing through the Hongdae Free
Market is sure to be a lovely experience
– but what does a flea market mean to
those who plan it, and the sellers who
participate in it? To answer that question, we turned to the organizers of
MoDoo Flea Market, held November
16th 2014. Unlike the Hongdae Free
Market, which has been held weekly since 2002, this flea market was a
one-time event; Yonsei’s environmental fashion MD convention had put
it together as their yearly project. For
them, the purpose was to be able to experience different aspects of merchan-

dising – they organized the flea market in teams, each responsible for
planning, advertising, and recruiting
sellers. It was also an opportunity to
connect fashion with “lifestyle” – their
flea market did not merely consist of
clothing or accessories, but included
interior decoration items as well.
What made flea markets worthwhile
for the sellers, they said, was that it was
an opportunity to showcase their work
without having to invest too much upfront. Most of the designers and artists
that participate in flea markets cannot
afford to have a gallery or exhibition

on their own, but became well known
through flea markets, where they could
simultaneously turn a modest profit.

“In a sense, flea markets were a thrusting force that let them become a part of
the circulation of art, that made their
work have meaning beyond themselves.”

Moreover, they could also exchange
information, and share inspiration for
their art.

PREVIOUS PAGE

Flea Market Sign
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2014 Korean Scholars of Marketing
Science International Conference,
Art Marketing Session
“Artistic Infusion”
b y. J I YO U N ( M E L ) K U

“In the work of art the truth of an entity has set itself to work. ‘To set’ means here: to bring to a stand. Some particular entity,
a pair of peasant shoes, comes in the work to stand in the light of its being. The being of the being comes into the steadiness of
its shining. The nature of art would then be this: the truth of being setting itself to work.”
Martin Heidegger

Despite attempts to define art truly
since ancient times, the concept of Art
is often considered arbitrary. Nevertheless, art is at the core of culture and
has a big share in the world’s market.
At the 2014 KSMS Conference’s Art,
Design and Marketing Management
Session, scholars approached art and
its value from a fresh perspective.

On November 22, 2014, at Ehwa
Women’s University in Seoul, Republic
of Korea, a large group of scholars from
all over the world gathered for the 2014
Korean Scholars of Marketing Science
International Conference, organized
by Korean Scholars of Marketing Science Global Alliance of Marketing
and Management Associations, Keio
University, Australian & New Zea-
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land Marketing Academy, Center for
Sustainable Culture & Service (Yonsei
University), Korea Economy & Management Development Institute, and
Yonsei Institute of Health and Welfare.
The theme was Customer Sustainability in Marketing and Management. Dr.
Seong-Yeon Park was the conference
chair. Twenty sessions were devoted to
culture, fashion, and marketing.
The Art, Design, and Marketing
Management Session, chaired by Dr.
Sangdo Oh from Ulsan National Institute of Technology, included four
academic topics titled The Art Auction
Market: An Artificial Neural Network
Approach; Artist Infusion: The Influence of Socially Mediated Cognition
on the Perception and Price of Art;
Posture-Modulated Estimation of
Fashion Products; and You May Lie

when You Wear Prada: The Effect of
Brand Logo Presence on Implicit-Explicit Attitudes Congruency. About ten
people attended the session, a rather
small group, so the session featured
an informal exchange of questions and
answers.
The session’s most popular presentation was Artist Infusion: The Influence
of Socially Mediated Cognition on the
Perception and Price of Art, a study by
Chaeho Lee from Ulsan National Institute of Technology. The study indicates that people judge the quality ofan
artistic work depending on whether
they consider their own economic re-

sources to be abundant or to be constrained. That is, people who perceive
their resources to be constrained tend
to evaluate art as relatively more attractive when the artist is attractive.
However, when people perceive their
resources as abundant, the artist’s
physical attractiveness has no effect on
the value of the art piece. Although the
study is still in progress, this approach
to perceptions of art as being in relation to personal backgrounds and societal standards proves that art may be
influenced by many different values,
from both the creator’s and the viewer’s
point of view.
ABOVE

Students at KSMS art
session
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for empathy, sharing, and coexistence.
The “GAN” means participation. Thus
000GAN is a social corporation dedicated to solving community problems
by taking local opinions into account,
and is well known for its “Zero Waste”
brand.
Hong said, “community design best
defines the company.” According to
Hong, Changsin-dong has been faced
with the problem of having a great deal
of leftover fabric, which is inevitable
considering that sewing factories are
concentrated there. Hong surveyed the
local children as to what problem was
most representative of Changsin-dong.
They identified “waste” as most significant. Hong and his team came up with
the idea to make “Zero Waste” products ranging from shirts, bags, pouches, to sitting mats.

000gan
“The Harbinger of Community Design”
b y. W O N J O N G YI

“When I was young, I lived in a village
with ramparts where my parents ran a
sewing factory. I fell asleep listening to
the sewing machine’s lullaby. What a
fine unique story is that”
Hong Sungjae

People are either trailblazers or followers. Those who blaze trails for the
betterment of society are remembered
as great men. Hong Sungjae, the CEO
of 000GAN, is such a person. ACCESS
went to Changsin-dong to meet him
and his ambitious team. In Korean,
000GAN means “public space.” According to Hong, the three zeros stand
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At one point, Hong tried to be an
artist, but “living the life of an artist is
very difficult,” he said. While resisting
the absurdities of Capitalism through
their artwork, artists must work parttime to supplement the minuscule
earnings they get for their artwork.
Their best hopes are to display their
work in art museums, but they are likely to earn about half a million won at
best for a creative endeavor that might
take three months and might require
expensive materials, yielding no profit at all. Art museums argue that they
are giving the artist the opportunity
to advertise their work, but Hong felt
that his interactions were limited and
that he always met the same people at
art workshops or art festivals. His deep
yearning for sustainability and his desire to interact with more people made
Hong move on. To accomplish his desires, he founded a company based on
sustainability and circulation. Now as
a leader of a social corporation, he enjoys significant interactions that benefit local communities.
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Hong believes that Korea’s young
men and women must be defiant. “They
tend to try conforming to the status
quo,” Hong said, “When they fail once,
they believe they cannot succeed.” His
greatest concern has been that young
people have such dichotomized thinking. 000GAN now works with young
people to widen their perspectives, to
establish their own standards, and to be
novel and original to make sustainable
progress.
Hong and 000GAN are enlarging
their scale through collaborations with
conglomerates. Their most successful
project was the “H Village” with Hyundai Motors. The “H Village” project
provided local sewing factories with
needed signboards featuring a unified design. “Now, another district in
Jongno-gu has asked for similar signboards for their area,” Hong explained.
Such collaborations crucially provide
000GAN the opportunity to enhance
society on a large scale. In that sense,
Hong supports collaborating with major companies, contrary to many artists.
Although Changsin-dong was built
on the sewing industry, many parents
do not want their children to follow in
their footsteps. 000GAN plans to cultivate new tailors in 2015. Despite the
abundance of fashion designers, fewer
tailors are entering the field. To widen the perspectives of the children of
Changsin-dong, Hong plans to make
new products and seek new markets
that will provide work for the new tailors and will allow Changsin-dong to
become rich with experiences that can
be passed to future generations.

PREVIOUS PAGE

Zero Waste Shirt
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Leftover fabric
Changsin-dong
000Gan Office furniture
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IL-RIN BAE

“Lighten Your Life”

http://www.artrin.org
bilrin@hanmail.net
B.A.F. in Oriental Painting College of the Arts.
M.F.A. in Deprt of Fine Arts Education, Dongkuk University
Thesis : A Study on Spintuality of the vitality ("Ki" in Korean) and Margin("Yeoback")
Hongik University Graduate School of Oriental Painting, PhD

I first encountered Bae’s paintings at her solo exhibition held in Yonsei University.
Each exquisitely soft but intense piece seemed to be a deep and complex representation of the human soul and seemed to inspire a sense of connection.
On a breezy November morning, I visited her studio in a quiet neighborhood in
Paju. She welcomed me with a warm smile and led me into her serene, colorful,
and bright studio. A soothing classic tune filled the background. I felt honored to be
surrounded by her beautiful paintings freely displayed. The calm of the studio instantly relieved any awkwardness I was feeling. We sat at a sunlit table and shared
freshly brewed coffee. Throughout the conversation, she spoke passionately of her
feelings and her artistic vision. She shared numerous inspirational stories.

b y. G A HY U N K I M
Please introduce yourself and describe
your artistic vision.

RIGHT PAGE

Communication and
Harmony/2014
NEXT PAGE

Il-Rin Bae working in her
studio

Born in Daegu, I graduated from
Youngnam University as a fine arts
major in oriental painting. After finishing my master’s degree of fine arts
education in Dongkuk University, I got
a chance to participate in an exhibition
to be held in New York in 1999. The
art market in New York by then was
already highly commercialized. That’s
where I found my potential as an artist
devoted deeply to every single piece,
with the sole purpose of creating real
value and meaning to the human soul.
When I came back to Korea, I knew I
needed to do something different from
the prevalent but somewhat limiting
landscape paintings. Soon I realized
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that “something” wasn’t easy to figure
out, until I went to Tibet and witnessed
the beauty and soul of altar portraits.
The paintings literally blew my mind,
and showed me how I could connect
all five senses to realize the most honest yet fulfilling emotional connection.
That life-changing experience gave me
a whole new perspective. That was it.
I decided to work on a more contemporary interpretation of the altar portraits.
My artistic vision also correlates
with the essence of the human soul. I
have always endeavored to reach the
theoretical, philosophical quintessence of life in my work by alluding
to the journey every human inevitably
takes—life, from birth to death.

STORY
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How would you define “life” and our
life-long journey?
Everyone goes from birth to death.
Many believe that birth marks the
start and death marks the end of life.
But that is not true. Death is not an
end but the beginning of another life
that awaits us. Life is the most significant circulation that happens on earth.
Everyone is born virtuous, but all are
influenced by the “exterior” elements
through which they learn to desire,
grieve, and so on. Yet, in the end, by
struggling through life’s challenges, by
learning to control the seven passions
through nurturing true love, they
eventually reach the light of the heart.
That flow is what life is about.
(Suddenly I feel a click of recognition.
All of her works possess this “flow.”
One work in particular came to my
mind: Her “Joy, Anger, Sorrow, Pleasure” series captures the depth of emotions held within small masks indicating flow that may vary from viewer to
viewer.)

I believe your “Joy, Anger, Sorrow, Pleasure” series represents those values regarding life and the human soul. What
challenges has life offered you so far?
How do you overcome hardships?
I made the “Joy, Anger, Sorrow,
Pleasure” series after I came back from
Tibet and was vigorously devoting
myself to altar paintings. While I was
fully absorbed in the work, I wanted
to use the “in-between” moments to
capture the dynamics of life, which are
most often expressed with emotions. I
needed to observe life more closely in
natural settings, so I went to subways,
buses, trains, and recorded expressions
on small frames that later become the
focal point of the series, the masks. As
you can see, the masks represent us,
and the world we live in. In particular,
the piece “I Have Eyes in My Mind” is
saying that “the mind” forms everything: our perceptions of ourselves,
our lives, and the world we live in. We
face so many difficulties and hurtful
moments. To overcome such hardships means to be able to fully accept
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them in our heart. Rather than deny
our challenges, we must acknowledge
that the mind has already established a
relationship with the problem. We may
be deeply wounded, but our wounds
will ultimately broaden our scope for
understanding others’ souls. Again, it
is all about the mind, and everything it
takes in and gives out. That is the ultimate message I try to convey: to see life
and to realize its flow.
Bae’s paintings have inspired me to
reflect on my own life and soul. Although life’s vicissitudes may narrow
our perspectives, it is important to reflect on the journey of life. Perhaps we
are all going through ceaseless cycles.
How should we perceive the cycles?
How should we define them? To Bae,
the meaning of “circulation” is “life per
se.” The music was fading, but the day
was blossoming to its brightest moment. My conversation with Bae left
me feeling that life, though sometimes
heavy, is fluctuating. We must accept
the flow, follow the light, and lighten
our lives.

STORY

MYUNGHEE LEE

“Macrobiotic Cooking
for a Better World”

Macrobiotic Chef Lee Myung Hee currently a representative for the macrobiotic
studio called “Macrovie.” Chef Lee, an expert in both French cooking and macrobiotics, is renowned for devising recipes that combine the delicacy and rich flavor
of French cuisine and the health-oriented style of macrobiotic cooking. She invited
ACCESS to her studio in Noksapyung, where she teaches macrobiotic recipes.

b y . S O Y E O N PA R K
Could you explain macrobiotics to our
readers?
The term macrobiotic, combines macro meaning great, referring to longevity, bio for life, and tic for technology.
George Oshawa, from Japan, coined
the term and it spread worldwide.
Macrobiotics is a system for a long and
healthy life, not only through diet but
through an entire lifestyle. Macrobiotic
can also be called macrovie because vie
is French for life. Macrobiotic teaching
recognizes that food, environment,
and activities all affect our bodies.
How did you become interested in this
diet and lifestyle?
I originally studied French cooking at
Le Cordon Bleu in France. However I
could sense that my health was deteriorating. French recipes are delicate
and beautiful, not to mention the great
taste, but they use too much sugar, but-
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ter, and other unhealthy ingredients.
Then I encountered macrobiotics. After only two months of following macrobiotics, I felt my health improving.
Seeking a healthier diet, I studied macrobiotics in Kushi Institute in Japan.
Now I am a macrobiotic instructor
and teach macrobiotic cooking in my
studio.
When do you feel most proud of being a
macrobiotic chef?
Unfortunately, so many people are ill
these days. So many young children
suffer from atopic dermatitis. So many
people have cancer. Often they or their
friends learn about the healing effects
of macrobiotics. It is my great pleasure
to feel that I am giving help to others.
Can you relate the value of macrobiotics
to our theme for this month; that is sustainability through circulation?

STORY

I believe macrobiotics perfectly matches circulation and sustainability. Macrobiotics
seeks the balance of Yin and Yang through
healthy circulation in the body. The concept
of Yin and Yang is not difficult to understand.
Yin and Yang exist in left and right, man and
woman, night and day, and bright and dark.
Yin and Yang indicates balance: for example,
winter is cold and summer is hot. We should
eat different foods in summer and winter, just
as natural conditions change. Macrobiotics
ABOVE

Macrobiotic Food
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uses only fresh and seasonal ingredients to
keep balance throughout the year. In macrobiotics, we divide the year into five rather
than four seasons: spring, early summer, late
summer, and winter. Summer is so long, and
so soon winter comes, doesn’t it? So we teach
recipes for all five seasons—not just for one or
two months. You cannot understand balance
and circulation by using the same recipe all
year long!

pesticides; but young children are
the most endangered because their
bodies are still weak. Farmers are
even more endangered. Children are
four times more endangered than the
average adult customers, but farmers are up to six times more endangered. Eating pesticides may be bad,
but even worse is working in pesticide-contaminated environments.

I never thought about farmers’ health
issues! Many customers, however, including myself, may find it hard to
choose organic products because they
are so expensive.

Macrobiotics teaches the desirability of
eating whole foods, from the roots to
the fruit. The root beneath the ground
is Yang; what grows above is Yin. Both
must be eaten to maintain balance.
In temperate climates, whole grain
consumption is especially important.
Organic farming is necessary because
eating roots from contaminated soil
would be detrimental.

So I assume organic products are essential in macrobiotics?
Of course! Pesticide-free organic farming is necessary not only for the environment but for human beings. We can
easily understand that eating contaminated food would be bad for us. But
there’s more to it. Adult consumers
generally have the strength and immunity to overcome the harm from
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I think price depends on what you
value. It is very tempting to buy two
non-organic apples instead of one
organic apple. However I believe
change is possible and necessary.
Macrobiotics is not only beneficial
to health, but it allows organic producers to positively circulate their
products for benefits that extend to
future generations. Although GMO
products are cheap and shaped well,
they damage the ecology and disrupt
the food chain. As a mother, think of
the effects food has on children. If
all households use organic products,
farmers will not need to use pesticides, and we will all enjoy better
health. With this in mind, I believe
that paying more for organic products

is worth it. In the end, macrobiotics
seeks organic and healthy lifestyles for
optimal circulation.
What should readers keep in mind
when they cook?
Sustainability in cooking is most important. People can easily find recipes,
buy the necessary ingredients, follow
the recipes, and have nice meals, but
then what? Leftover ingredients often
become useless food waste. In macrobiotics, we learn how to use leftover
rice to make rice soup, for example. I
try to teach my students how to follow a healthy diet on their own using
my recipes. We tend to think a lot of
skill is needed to prepare delicious and
healthy food, but as I have said, macrobiotics seeks to use the Earth’s original
products. If you use fewer ingredients

and the right recipe, it won’t be hard at
all!
Can you give an example of a simple,
but delicious recipe?
Cut the apple in thin slices. Pour some
apple juice into the pan. Fry the apple slices! As for the sauce, boil some
soymilk with maple syrup to sweeten
the taste. Take a few apple slices with
the soymilk sauce, and serve on a nice
plate with a fork and knife! It’s not hard
to make an elegant dessert at all! Of
course, if you learn from a French chef,
it’s very very hard. (laughs)

a healthier and better world. Macrobiotic lifestyle is one way, but I meet others who pursue the same goals through
other ways, for example, I have met
experts in temple food. The Slow Food
Foundation publishes Ark of Taste
catalogues for advertising traditional
goods and for preserving extraordinary heritages from around the world.
I believe people should become more
interested in the importance of food
culture and sustainability to assure a
better future for the world!

Thank you. I’d love to try the recipe! Do
you have any particular message for our
ACCESS readers?
I believe that anyone can help to make
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MyungHee Lee
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PIKICAST

“Beyond the Normal”

pikicast.com
ko-kr.facebook/allnewpiki

“Beyond the normal, those are the types of people we hope to seek out and recruit
to become one of our members here at Pikicast”
- Andrew Park, Co-founder of Pikicast

b y. J I S U N L E E

With what started out as a thin
line of hope and the click of a send
button to an email, I was granted the
wonderful opportunity to visit and
interview Park, the co-founder of the
ever-famous Pikicast, which is sparking buzz among the younger generations. Pikicast gained its influence and
recognition through content curating,
the gathering of interesting contents in
diverse forms to catch public attention
and arouse enthusiasm. They are explosively popular among young people
raised with the Internet and constantly
on the lookout for rapidly paced entertainment.
At the company entrance, I was
greeted with lively blue wallpaper inscribed with the Pikicast logo. The
company motto of “
” “to
entertain the world” ran across a sec-
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tion of the wall. I sat down with Park,
whom I have previously contacted, to
ask questions about this company that
has successfully managed to build a
community in the social networking
world.
Pikicast is based on content curating.
They pick and choose from the abundant information and content available online and offer it to their users.
This gives people a fast and easy way
to access and consume interesting contents in neatly packaged postings. In
addition to content curating, Pikicast
editors produce original contents. By
mixing original and curated contents
they connect people and form adistinct community for sharing thoughts
and ideas about delightfully entertaining information.

The company is run creatively, in
that all employees are considered
“managers” and essentially equal. Park
explained, “We don’t have many official titles that place one above another. We also address each other using
English names, in hopes of breaking
some of the boundaries regarding age
when calling someone by their Korean
names.” By freeing workers from the
status quo of using official titles, employees can approach each other more
easily to share their ideas. In addition,
the company sponsors various interactive programs, such as the “Pikimeal”
when workers gather for lunch to share
communication. After all, the company is a content-sharing company.

Pikicast is constantly striving to be innovative when delivering posts to their
users. For example, Pikicast recognizes that advertising is a major form of
information circulation and seeks to
tackle advertising in a new and inspiring way. Rather than use boring endorsements, they use advertisements
people might want to view and read.
Park said, “Advertisements are also
contents. Thus, we are trying to find
different ways to provide an interesting
way to consume advertisements. Since
we shouldn’t lie to our users, we plan
to make it absolutely clear that when
we post advertisements, they are aware
of what they are seeing. However, we at
least hope to make the experience fun
for them.”

Pikicast plans to create and develop a much more diverse and wide
variety of contents in the near future.
Anything that is attention-catching
or interesting can be considered for
posting. Andrew Park described the
mission and goal at Pikicast to be “Not
killing time, but saving time” for users
through the selection of information.
He says they are constantly striving to
fulfill this ambitious goal.

ABOVE
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Creative Thinking and Visualization
b y. M I N K Y U J U N G

Creative Thinking and Visualization, taught by Professor
Hayoung Ju, is a Culture Design Management major requirement course for freshmen. Specifically, the course aims to help
students improve their artistic creativity and imagination
through inter-disciplinary approaches in the visual art fields.
Students explore contemporary art and design in relation to
visual, cultural, global, and local artistic expression.

For the final project, students are divided into five groups
to focus on content design. They prepare group projects featuring posters, creative titles, and descriptions along with
videos lasting 3-5 minutes.
Taeyeon Kim, Heerae Kim, Hajin Shin, Hyunju Seong,
Ngoc Anh Nguyen, and Thuy Duong Nguyen created a final
project poster titled Bloomage, an innovative and original
combination of bloom and age. The poster illustrates the
common metaphor comparing the life of women and the life
of flowers, but the group enhanced the metaphor by showing that women, like flowers, flourish and eventually wither
and die. Women are born and raised to meet standards of
beauty and then grow old. The word bloom generally means
the condition of flourishing, the time of greatest beauty. In
addition, both flowers and women go through lifecycles of
circulation. Flower petals eventually breakdown to become
nutrients for other plants, circulating the ecosystem. Daughters repeat the circulating cycles through the generations.

The poster features a full-bloom pink petal. In developing
their design, the group tried drawing blooms in various
stages, but ultimately chose the full-bloom petal. In keeping with the feminine essence, they chose pink for the title,
but in graduated hues, symbolic of the process of bloomage.
They included a poem directly related to women’s beauty
and aging.
The video provided both verbal and visual interpretation
of the new word bloomage as seen by different age groups.
For instance, although children and teenagers may be oblivious to the meaning of bloomage, the video displays a little
girl’s pure innocence and a teenager’s awakening to beauty and trends. Each age group is presented with items that
uniquely symbolize their values. For instance, a college student immersed in the value of studying carries a notepad.
Last, the group uses various fonts for the title to represent
various meanings of bloomage. The opening title is repeated
in the closing to show that bloomage means circulation.

NEXT PAGE

Bloomage /2014
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Fashion Brand Management
b y. J I YO U N ( M E L ) K U

A couple of years ago, Gangnam Style, a Korean music product, was a smash hit worldwide. Nobody had ever
seen anything like it. After one great success, no more hits
followed Gangnam Style, but the incident proved that the
Korean cultural industry has great potential for gaining an
international market. If Korea is to market its creativity effectively and sustainably, the key is branding.

The Culture Design Management Division of Yonsei University offered a course titled “Brand Management of Culture
and Fashion” emphasizing the importance of branding in today’s world. Student groups chose topic on Korean culture and
fashion and developed branding and marketing programs for
gaining global recognition. Here we discuss two of the most
outstanding projects that resulted in professional-level outputs. The projects earned first and second place in the 2014
Global Business Review Competition awarded at the 2014 Korean Scholars of Marketing Science International Conference.

First place went to Group Atelier for its study of Dong
Dae Mun, a fashion hotspot in Korea where most Korean
fashion items are manufactured and distributed. Although
Dong Dae Mun’s infrastructure is very solid and it is unique
among fashion manufacturers, its potential has been over-

looked. Group Atelier creatively focused on the Hanbok industry, the embodiment of Korean traditional culture and
values. Group Atelier suggested that Dong Dae Mun’s Hanbok area should become a tourist destination so that both
foreigners and local Koreans will appreciate and discover
Korea’s traditional garments.
Hyokyung Kang from Atelier recalls, “Our project to rebrand Dong Dae Mun was fueled by our worries and observations that cultural landmarks are turning into mere shopping hotspots for foreign tourists. DDM is a place of rich
history that once was distinct and significant in the areas of
Korean fashion, textiles, and culture. It was special because
of night markets and traditional stores in place since the Korean War.
Although we acknowledged the economic benefits of huge
shopping centers and architecture such as DDP, we also realized that DDM is losing its color. What we wanted to achieve
was to relocate Korean tradition in DDM and recreate its
image as a cultural hotspot for national and international
visitors.”
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Second place went to Group Kidult for its study of the
Korean animation industry. The group benchmarked Disney’s Frozen, which has been hugely successful not just for
its animation but for marketing of related products. Group
Kidult looked at Leafie, A Hen into the Wild from Korea’s
animation industry for its unique style and characters that
could appeal to adults who would enjoy the kidult culture.

Jimin Park from Kidult explains, “Our goal was to enhance the development of Korean animation. We simply
asked: “How could Korean animation get more attention
and fame?” After research and discussion, we concluded
that Korean animation has low popularity because of weak
social media promotion. We created possible social media
promotions such as Facebook promotion, Kakaotalk emoticons, and other ways to attract audiences and mass attention. The project taught our group a lot: beginning with the
simple lesson to pay more attention to Korean animation
and overall skills in developing creative ideas and doing successful teamwork.”

ABOVE
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Design Project Management
b y. J I S U N L E E

In the vast expanse of creative exhibitions and cultural
experiences available, interactive museums and theatrical
performances that allow audiences to touch, hear, and sense
cultural contents are becoming increasingly popular with
museum-goers who are constantly looking for exciting and
stimulating engagements.

They chose to present the poem “The Night I Count the
Stars” by renowned Korean poet Yoon Dong-Ju. When his
words are translated into English, they sound mundane and
empty of the rich emotion conveyed in the Korean language.
Thus the group incorporated artwork, space design, music,
and lighting to elicit the original emotion buried within the
words.

The Design Project Management course offers students a
chance to devise inventive presentation projects. Two groups
from the course, the Gam Sung group and the Mong Group,
produced outstanding projects demonstrating the use of interactive displays to enhance cultural presentations.

The group organized and managed the presentation so
that viewers would read the translation while viewing the
enlightening illustrative details. Their creativity offers suggestions for confronting the problems of globalization and
cross cultural exchanges. Foreigners are given a window of
understanding into Korean literature, while Koreans can see
it under new angles.

The Gam Sung group was frustrated that the language
barrier prohibits English speakers from deeply and fully
comprehending Korean literary works. The group designed
a way to translate works not through words, but with sensual
representational photos, music, and multi-media.

The Mong Group gave a shocking twist to the theatrical field by adding the component of private and personal
dreams to theater. Considering that Korean people deeply value the importance of dreams, and recognizing that
dreams slip away so easily, the Mong Group introduced a
totally new way for individuals to bring tangibility to the abstraction of their dreams.

TO THE RIGHT

Gam Sung (감성)
Exhibition hall
/2014
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Demographic
/2014

The project is based on the Mong Group’s
feeling that dreams are the critical bridge between reality and the unconscious. As such,
they feel that individuals will want to use the
service design called the “Mong” to hold on
forever to specific dreams.
Individuals submit a description of a
dream. The artists then use various keywords involved in dream interpretations,
and create a painting, a musical composition, or dramatic narrative to best match the
overall mood of the dream.
The individual views the enactment and
then may choose whether to open the performance for others to see or whether to
keep it private as tangible expression of a
fleeting message from the deep pool of the
subconscious, perhaps a dream foretelling
the birth of a child or a reminder of a loved
one who has passed.
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Thus the Design Project Management
Course gives students an opportunity to
freely explore ideas for innovative and inspirational projects that have commercial
value, the ability to enhance knowledge, and
the capability to fulfill public desires.

D I D YO U E N J OY T H I S
ISSUE OF ACCESS?
If so, you can follow us on facebook! We’ll post about important
notices, like what the next issue is about, when it’ll be
published, and where you might be able to pick up a copy.
It’s also a forum for you to interact with us - we’d love to know if
you have any opinions about our pieces or ideas about what we
should cover next.

facebook.com/accesscs2
accesscs2.org
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http://www.accesscs2.org
accesscs2@gmail.com
50 Yonsei-ro, Seodaemun-gu,
Seoul 120-749, Republic of Korea

